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XAFS spectroscopic study of Ti coordination in garnet
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Abstract
Titanium can be incorporated either tetrahedrally (IVTi) or octahedrally (VITi) in most silicate
minerals. Ti K-edge X‑ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy enables observation of Ti
coordination in minerals and melts. In this study, XAFS is used to determine the coordination of Ti in
synthetic and natural garnets. Garnets grown synthetically at eclogite- and granulite-facies conditions
can contain several wt% TiO2, most of which is incorporated as VITi. This observation aligns with major element trends in these garnets. In natural garnets grown at lower temperatures and pressures, on
the other hand, Ti is observed to occupy both the octahedral and tetrahedral sites in garnet—in some
cases Ti is almost entirely fourfold coordinated. Combined with previous research (see Ackerson et
al. 2017, this issue) on substitution mechanisms for VITi, the results of this study demonstrate that Ti
is incorporated on two crystallographic sites in garnet by at least three primary substitution mechanisms. In both natural and synthetic garnets, there is a discernible increase in VITi content in garnet
with increasing temperature and pressure, suggesting a significant role for these two parameters in
determining Ti solubility. However, a continuous increase in VITi with increasing grossular content
also suggests that the Ca content of the garnet plays a critical role.
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Introduction
Titanium is one of the only crustal major elements capable
of being incorporated to major-element concentrations in
garnet whose substitution mechanisms and coordination remain poorly constrained. Exsolved rutile and ilmenite needles
from ultrahigh-temperature and -pressure (UHT and UHP,
respectively) garnets suggest Ti solubility in garnet increases
with increasing metamorphic grade. The presence of exsolved
rutile and ilmenite in garnet has therefore been suggested as a
possible indicator of high-grade metamorphism (Bishop et al.
1978; Snoeyenbos et al. 1995; Zhang et al. 2003; Tropper et al.
2005; Hwang et al. 2007; Ague and Eckert 2012; Proyer et al.
2013). In addition to the relevance for understanding high-grade
metamorphism, Ti-in-garnet could be utilized to develop novel
exchange or trace-element geothermobarometers. To assess
the potential of Ti-in-garnet for understanding metamorphic
processes, it is critical to understand the substitution (mechanisms and coordination) of Ti-in-garnets over a wide range of
geologic environments.
If the Ti content of garnet is high enough, major-element
chemical trends can be used to infer the substitution mechanisms for Ti-in-garnet. In synthetically grown garnets, major
element trends reveal that Ti incorporation at simulated eclogite- and granulite-facies conditions occurs primarily on the
octahedral site via multiple substitution mechanisms (Ackerson
et al. 2017, this issue). While this is a useful insight, there
are significant limitations to the information obtainable from
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major-element correlations, primary among them being that Ti
coordination is inferred rather than directly measured. In addition, the conditions at which garnets can be grown synthetically
in natural bulk compositions (>800 °C, >1.2 GPa) are generally
more extreme than the crystallization environments of many
crustal garnet-bearing metamorphic rocks. Most naturally
occurring garnets have Ti contents at or below the analytical
uncertainty of the major elements measured using electron
probe microanalysis (EPMA), making studies of substitution
mechanisms and coordination via EPMA infeasible.
X‑ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy can
be utilized to directly determine the coordination and valence
state of Ti in both synthetic and natural garnets at concentrations lower than the resolution of EPMA-based major-element
chemical trends. Specifically, the energy and peak intensity
of the Ti K-edge pre-edge feature depends on Ti coordination, while the absorption edge energy is sensitive to valence
(Waychunas 1987; Farges et al. 1996a, 1996b, 1997). In this
study we describe the use of XAFS to observe the coordination
and valence state of synthetically grown and natural garnets
from a wide range of geologic conditions. Combing XAFS
spectroscopy and electron microprobe measurements of Ti
content enables assignment of Ti concentrations to specific
crystallographic sites and provides a platform to discuss the
factors influencing Ti solubility and coordination in garnet.

X‑ray absorption fine structure
The Ti K-edge X‑ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES)
pre-edge feature of the XAFS spectrum is a 1s-3d orbital transition whose normalized peak height and energy is sensitive to the
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